Economist and author. Correspondence (ca. 1940–1950); research notes (ca. 1900–1950);
manuscripts (ca. 1900–1950); printed material (1930–1953); and a bibliography (ca. 1930), all
relating to the history of aviation and Latin American aviation, with an emphasis on Alberto
Santos-Dumont and Pan American Airways.

Box 1 Aviation, Latin America, General
Folder:
1 Brazil - News Clippings and Reports. Subjects: War, Politics, Political Leadership, economics, rubber trade, Nazi threat, influence on industry, American Industrial and military power) 1940-46.

2 Brazil - News Clippings and Reports (Subjects - commerce, trade, Aviations, Post-war growth in Exports, Air cargo lines, naval transport) 1944-48.

3 Brazil - Reports & Notes (Subjects - Nazi presence, dev. of air transport, wartime dev. of air transport) 1926-44.

4 Brazil - News clippings and reports. (Subjects: German zeppelins, Nazi presence, Air travel, cooperation with U.S. re. commercial trade). 1927-43.

5 Brazil - News Clippings and Reports. (Subjects - Dev. of air transport, commerce, trade, air cargo) 1926-47.

6 Brazil - News Clippings and Reports. (Subjects - manufacturing and steel, airplane factories, air clubs, airports) 1942-46.

7 Brazil - News clippings and reports (subjects - ) 1909-47

8 Brazil - Statistical Data (Subject - Aviation statistics) 1933-48.

9 Chile - News Clippings and reports. (Subject: aviation) 1909-45.

10 Chile - News clippings and reports (Subjects - aviation, political and economic affairs) 1932-44

11 Chile - Statistics and data (subjects: Aviation, general) 1937-47.

12 Chile - News clippings and reports. (Subject - Aviation, air cargo, highways) 1940-48.
Box 2  Aviation, Latin America, General
Folder:
1  Agriculture - News clippings and reports. (Subject - aviation, air treaties, free press.) 1941-47.
2  Argentina - news clippings and reports (Subject - aviation, military, German) 1927-45.
3  Argentina - Typescripts and data (Subject - aviation) 1908-42.
4  Argentina - Data and Tables - Subj. - Aviation 1933-49
5  Argentina - Typescripts, Data and tables (Subject - aviation) 1946-49.
6  Argentina - News clippings and statistics (Subject - economics and poli.) 1935-45.
7  Bolivia - Typescripts and news clips (Subj. - Aviation) 1938-47
8  Bolivia - Typescripts and Tables (Subj. - Aviation ) 1911-45
9  Bolivia – Newspaper clippings and Journal (Subject: Pol to Econ.) 1939-45

Box 3  General Latin American Files
Folder:
1  Latin American & Bus. Cycles -Ms. - "Upward trends in Latin America Aviation" Tables, Typescripts re: Mex. & Chile. 1929-47
2  Latin America Pioneers - Notes and Typescripts 1869-1934
3  Cartels and Patents, Intl. - Notes and Newspaper clippings - Commodities and Co. 1932-44
4  Cent. Am. Aviation - MSS 1936-40
5  Cent. Am - Statistics, News Clippings, Notes, figures 1929-42
6  British Aviation in Latin America (Br. Guiana, Bahamas, Bermuda) --Newspaper clippings, notes, 1919-47.
7  Lufthansa in Latin America - Notes, Newspaper clippings 1937-40
8  French Aviation in Latin America - Air France, French West Indies and French Guiana
9  U.S. Companies in Latin America, Aviation (including Braniff) 1944-48
10 British Industries in Latin America - Notes, Clippings, Tables, 1941-46
11 Latin America - Econ. & Pol Clippings and Articles 1907-44

**Box 4 Aviation - Latin America - Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, El Salvador**
Folder:
1 Columbia - Econ. & Pol. 1934-45
2 Columbia - List of companies and dates 1941-48
3 Columbia - Statistics and Data 1925-44
4 Columbia - Aviation 1920-45
5 Costa Rica - Aviation 1926-48
6 Cuba - Aviation and MSS 1920-46
7 Ecuador - Aviation 1913-46
8 Ecuador - Politics and Econ. 1931-44
9 El Salvador - Aviation 1927-48

**Box 5 General Latin American Files**
Folder:
1 U.S. and Britain - Investments Abroad 1928-47
2 Latin America Aviation - MSS 1913-44
3 Latin America Tables - by Countries (detailed)
4 Latin America Aviation - Clippings, Notes 1926-46
5 Latin America Early Aviation 1910-25
6 Latin America Military Aviation - So. America and Central Am. 1938-44
7 Latin America - Statistical Tables 1910-43
8 Latin America - Notes on Reading 1917-42
9 Latin America Companies and Directors 1936-44
10 Foreign Relations - US and Latin American 1927-30
11 Airline Routes - US Airlines in Latin America 1946-48
12 KLM - Dutch - Latin America (Dutch Guiana, etc.) 1907-48
13 Canada - Aviation in Latin America 1946-47
14 Latin America - War 1901-34

Box 6  Aviation, Central Am., Caribbean, International Civil Aeronautics Org., Pan-American Airways
Folder:
1 TACA (Transports Aereos Centro Americanos) 1939-47
2 US Investments in Latin America 1929-47
3 Exchange Rates - Latin America & Gr. Brit. 1943-47 (Tables, Clippings)
4 Caribbean - Misc. (Aviation Reports) 1917-48
5 Pan Am. Union - Coverage and Articles for 1950-51
6 Detailed figures for PAA and Panagra in Latin America 1938-42
7 PAA & Panagra - Financial, Directors, etc. 1926-49
8 PAA & Panagra - Latin America 1939-48
9 PAA & Panagra - Latin America 1937-49
10 U.N.: Picao and ICAO (clippings) 1947-48

Box 7 Correspondence - MSS
Folder:
1 Correspondence with different magazines (a few MSS) 1940-49
2 Correspondence and address with the OK Univ. Press 1949
3 Correspondence with O.G. Villard 1941-49
4 MSS and correspondence about articles 1940
5 Business correspondence 1939-43
6 Gilmore's History (Lyman Gilmore, Jr., and his flying Machine...) 1941
7 Correspondence
8 Correspondence & Misc. (non-aviation) (with the new Republic, nation, look, U.S.)
congressmen, etc.)

9  MSS & correspondence (aviation) (inc. "Civil Air Transport Companies in Mexico")

10 Correspondence & MSS (Defense Awards (1941) for construction of plants, planes and engines)

11 Correspondence with Vanguard Press 1939-40

12 MS "Time to Stand and Stare" N. D.

13 MS - "Foreign Control of American Chemical Companies" N.D.


15 Radio program & MS - Script outline for rodeo program on proposed const. amendments and "Patent Pooling and its Betterment."

**Box 8  Aviation - Wright Brothers**

**Folder:**

1  Wright - Notes on readings 1904-48

2  Wright - notes on readings 1904-48

3  Wright - MSS 1900-12

4  Wright - Writings by 2 published letters 1906-28

5  Book re. 8 inventors and correspondence Ann Elmo 1897-1950

6  Bib. reps & bibs 1893-1912

7  Correspondence with Mary E. Smith, OU Press, 1948-49

8  Permission to quote 1941-48

**Box 9  Aviation, Lat. American - Panama Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, Uruguay, Venezuela**

**Folder:**

1  Panama & Pan. Canal Zone 1910-49

2  Uruguay 1940-44

3  Puerto Rico & US CAA 1921-47

4  Venezuela 1912-48
5 Venezuela (no aviation) 1895-1945
6 Venezuela Statistics, tables and data 1930-45

**Box 10  Aviation, Latin America Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico.**
**Folder:**
1 Guatemala 1917-45
2 Dom. Rep. & Haiti 1920-46
3 Honduras 1919-46
4 Mex. - Econ. & Poli. 1943-45
5 Mex. - "Mexico's Civil Air Transport" 1945-49
6 Mex. - Stat., Tables, Data 1945-48
7 Mex. - Companies 1935-47
8 Mex. - Aviation 1928-44

**Box 11  Aviation, Latin America, - Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru**
1 Mexico - Aviation 1945-48
2 Mexico - MSS 1911-47
3 Mexico Companies A-L 1935-43
4 Mexico Companies M-Z 1934-45
5 Mexico - Notes 1909-43
6 Mexico Sec de Coms y Obras pubs. 1934-47
7 Paraguay - Aviation, etc. 1928-48
8 Nicaragua Aviation 1928-47
9 Peru - Aviation 1940-48
10 Peru - Statistics, tables 1928-48
11 Peru - Aviation, etc. 1885-1944
**Box 12 Dumont, Santos, Duinonte**

1. Santos, Duimonte, Notes 1910-27
2. Santos - Duinonte - Notes 1910-27
3. Santos - Duinonte - Notes (by year) 1901-33
4. Correspondence on Duinonte Book 1949
5. Santos - Duinonte Bibs and Bib Refs. N. D.
6. Santos - Duinonte - MSS 1948-49

**Box 13 Bibliography**

Aviation - Latin America, Bibliographical Index (Index Cards)

**Box 14 General Research**

**Folder:**

1. Exports - Figures, Clippings 1911-46
2. Exports - Embargoes, Companies, 1911-39
3. PAA - Litigation, and Legislation, post-war rates, CAB decisions 1941-49
4. Aviation - general 1937-47
5. Engines - MSS & Correspondence 1920-49
7. Airships and Airbases 1920-36
8. US Domestic Aviation - Statistics and Cos. 1939-46
9. Helicopters and Balloons 1945-49
10. Wash., N.Y., Denver - Names and Addresses 1949
11. Aviation - US 1949
12. Articles and Research on Aircraft Stock (Manufacturing Cos., Tables of sales, exports, stock values) 1938-40
13. Production - Engines and Planes 1940
Box 15 News Clippings, Civil Aeronautics Journals
Folder:
1 Lindbergh 1940-46
2 News Clippings 1944-45
3 Colliers’ magazine clippings, etc. 1940s

Box 16 Research on "Pioneers", news clippings
Folder:
1 "Lat. American Air Transport Comes of Age: Mexico" - MS - N. D.
2 Permission for Quotes 1939-40
3 Pioneers - Clippings, notes, MSS, 1935-50
4 Civil Air Patrol 1944-45
5 Research (Orville Wright, etc.) 1928-41
6 New Mexico - Clippings, Notes 1946-49
7 USA - Pioneers 1900-46

Box 17 News Clippings
Folder:
1 Aviation - general 1944
2 Air transport and helicopters, records 1943-44
3 Appropriations, Products, lend-lease 1943-44
4 U.S. Aviation - financial, personal 1942-44
5 Investigations, Disputes (ind. Brewster) 1943-44
6 War - Miscellaneous, Current 1943-44
7 PAA - Trans-Pacific 1938-40
8 Civil Aeronautics Board 1946-48
9 International Air Lines 1936-41
10 Airlines - financial 1942
Box 18 Printed Matter - Publications re. Aviators Latin America
(Reprints, Journals, Bulletins, Magazines, News clippings. Examples: The Libertorian, National Geographic, Bulletin of the Pan American Union, Airlines) 1935-48

Box 19 Research and News Clippings
Folder:
1  Contract terms, profits, re-negotiations and re-conversion 1943-44
2  Post-war plans, parleys, and problems (incl. proposed bills, sea-air cos., international air lines) 1943-44
3  Equipment ordered (news clippings) 1945-46
4  U.S. Aviation - World Parleys, etc., (news clippings) 1945-46
5  Production in U.S., plants, engines, blimps and balloons (news clippings) 1941-42
6  Clippings - Current, non-pioneer 1942

Box 20 Correspondence and MSS, Aeronautical World News
Folder:
1  Pioneers - Correspondence (completed) 1938-44 (Jas. V. Martin, Correspondence)
2  Pioneers - Notes on readings 1940-41
3  List of names for The Aviation Business, 1940
4  MSS - incl. Lyman Gilmore, Jr., & His Flying Machine, 1891-1940
5  "Aeronautical World News" 1939-40
6  Personal papers 1942

Box 21 Research
Folder:
1  Transcripts of Interviews 1940-41
2  Individual Countries incl. Summary Sheets (statistics and tables).
3  "Aeronau"
4  Notices, etc., The Aviation Business, 1940

Box 22 Bibliography, Card Files, Published Works (The Aviation Business) 1940
Box 23 Publications (including National Geographic, Annual Report of Civil Aeronautics Board, Measure of XX World War, Effort, Glossary of Aeronautical Terms, etc.)